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Abstract

Dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS) has been widely adopted for run-

time power management of various processing units. In the case of neural pro-

cessing units (NPUs), power management of neural network applications is

required to adjust the frequency and voltage every layer to consider the power

behavior and performance of each layer. Unfortunately, DVFS is inappropriate

for layer-wise run-time power management of NPUs due to the long latency of

voltage scaling compared with each layer execution time. Because the fre-

quency scaling is fast enough to keep up with each layer, we propose a layer-

wise dynamic frequency scaling (DFS) technique for an NPU. Our proposed

DFS exploits the highest frequency under the power limit of an NPU for each

layer. To determine the highest allowable frequency, we build a power model

to predict the power consumption of an NPU based on a real measurement on

the fabricated NPU. Our evaluation results show that our proposed DFS

improves frame per second (FPS) by 33% and saves energy by 14% on average,

compared with DVFS.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Recently, neural processing units (NPUs) have emerged
to accelerate deep neural networks (DNNs) [1, 2]. NPUs
exhibit high parallelism in the computation of neural net-
works (NNs). However, the high parallelism of NPUs
causes high power consumption, which may result in
thermal problems of chips [3]. To mitigate high power
consumption, dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS)
has been widely adopted for run-time power manage-
ment of various processing units. DVFS adjusts a pair of

the frequency (f ) and voltage (V ) dynamically based on
the power behavior of a chip. For example, the bidirec-
tional application power management algorithm [4] cal-
culates power limits for each computing unit based on
the current power and on-chip temperature and then
adjusts f and V to throttle computing units depending on
the power limit.

Generally speaking, the performance improves by
increasing f and V . Therefore, it is natural to increase f
and V as long as it does not violate the power limit and it
does not deteriorate performance seriously. In the case of
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NPUs, each layer of NNs has quite different power behav-
ior depending on the type of operations and the size of
data. Therefore, each layer has its own highest allowable
f and V under the power limit of NPUs, which in turn
requires layer-wise frequency and voltage scaling. Unfor-
tunately, the voltage scaling incurs millisecond-order
delay from the on-board power management integrated
circuits (PMICs), while it takes just microsecond-order
delay for the frequency scaling [5]. Considering the exe-
cution time of a layer (e.g., 1.33ms on average, in the
case of YOLOv3 according to our experiment), the layer-
wise voltage scaling causes an unexpected performance
degradation of frame per second (FPS) which results in
service level agreement violation or even serious safety
problems in driving systems [6]. Thus, DVFS is not
appropriate for run-time power management of NPUs.

In this paper, leveraging the short delay of the
frequency scaling, we propose a layer-wise dynamic fre-
quency scaling (DFS) technique for an NPU which
adjusts f every layer to consider the power behavior and
performance of each layer. Our proposed DFS applies the
highest f allowed under the power limit of an NPU
before processing each layer. To determine the highest
allowable f , we build a power model of an NPU chip
(i.e., AB9 [2]) to predict the power consumption of an
NPU based on a real measurement; we measure power
values for hardware resources such as processing units.
Based on the prediction from the power model, our pro-
posed DFS adjusts f as high as possible without violating
the power limit. To support the layer-wise frequency scal-
ing, an NPU generates an interrupt every layer to inform
about the completion of a layer. Then, our proposed DFS
adjusts f for the next layer.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the AB9 chip. In Section 3, we
propose the power modeling based DFS technique.
Section 4 describes the evaluation of our proposed DFS,
compared with DVFS. Finally, we conclude our work in
Section 5.

2 | AB9 ARCHITECTURE

This section introduces AB9, a fabricated NPU chip for our
study. Figure 1 shows the layout of the AB9 chip with a
die size of 17 mm � 23 mm, implemented in TSMC 28 nm
process technology. As shown in Figure 1, AB9 includes
an NN inference accelerator called systolic tensor core
(STC), which consists of the systolic array composed of
128 � 128 PEs and contains the memory blocks of 32 MB.
The STC operates at up to 1 GHz. For system management
(e.g., boot-up, clock, reset, interrupt, and power), AB9 has
a 32-bit SPARC CPU (quad-cores [7]). AB9 has two

LPDDR4 channels to load/store NN data in parallel. AB9
communicates with a host system through the peripheral
component interconnect express (PCIe) interface. Besides,
eight phase-locked loops (PLLs), built-in self-test (BIST),
network-on-chip, and industry standard peripheral intel-
lectual properties such as inter-integrated circuit and
pulse width modulator are implemented.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the STC, com-
posed of four main blocks: flow controller (FC), memory
mover (MM), data controller (DC), and systolic array
(SA). The operation procedures of the STC are as follows.

• FC fetches instructions. Then, MM loads input feature
maps (IFMs) and kernels into the on-chip memory
(Section 2.1).

• DC reads IFMs and kernels from the on-chip memory
and then transfers them to processing elements (PEs)
(Section 2.2).

• SA consisting of PEs executes MAC with the IFMs and
kernels received from DC (Section 2.3).

• After the execution, MM stores output feature maps
(OFMs) from the on-chip memory into the external
memory (Section 2.1).

We describe more details on each block in the follow-
ing subsections.

F I GURE 1 AB9 chip layout [2]
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2.1 | FC and MM

FC takes charge of (1) instruction fetch, (2) internal block
configuration, and (3) address generation. FC fetches
instructions from the external memory to the first-in
first-out buffer. There are two types of instruction: FC
instruction and PE instruction. FC executes the FC
instruction to configure internal blocks (such as MM) or
generate addresses for on-chip memory accesses. On the
other hand, the PE instruction consists of an opcode of
PEs and the number of operations, which is delivered to
DC, and then transferred to PEs as depicted by the
dashed black arrows in Figure 2.

After MM is configured, MM loads IFMs and kernels
from the external memory into the on-chip memory, or
stores OFMs into the external memory. MM reads/writes
three types of data (IFM, OFM, and kernel) in parallel
through three independent channels: two read channels
and one write channel (see the solid gray arrows in
Figure 2).

2.2 | DC

DC consists of 128 DC buffers (see DC buffer(0) to (127)
in Figure 2). Each DC buffer is composed of a scratchpad
memory of 256 KB and the control logic. As depicted in
Figure 2, DC buffer(0) stores the PE instruction in the
register (Reg.INST) while it reads an IFM and a kernel
with the addresses received from FC. In the next clock

cycle, the PE instruction, IFM, and kernel are transferred
to SA. At the same time, the PE instruction and addresses
are transferred to DC buffer(1), which also operates
repeatedly. Because the scratchpad memory consists of
eight independent banks, DC buffers read an IFM/kernel
and write an OFM in parallel.

DC delivers IFMs and kernels to SA along with PE
instructions. In this case, each data are transferred from
DC to SA through a dedicated path, depending on the
type of data (IFM, kernel, and PE instruction) and the
position of the DC buffer. The position of PEs in SA is
expressed as (x, y). Then, as depicted in Figure 2, DC
buffer(y) transfers the IFM and instruction only to
PE(0, y) (see the solid/dashed black arrows) while trans-
ferring the kernel to PE(y, 0) (see the solid blue arrows).

2.3 | SA

In SA, PEs are connected as a two-dimensional mesh
structure of 128 � 128. Each PE consists of the 16-bit
half-precision floating-point multiplier/adder and the
data control logic. As depicted in Figure 2, PE(0, 0)
receives the PE instruction, IFM, and kernel from DC
buffer(0); then, it stores them in the corresponding regis-
ters (Reg.INST, Reg.IFM, and Reg.KNL). Then, PE(0, 0)
executes the PE instruction while it transfers the PE
instruction and IFM to PE(1, 0) and the kernel to
PE(0, 1). In the next clock cycle, PE(0, 1) and (1, 0) oper-
ate repeatedly. Similar to the conventional execution in
the systolic arrays, the PE instruction, IFM, and kernel
are spread out to all PEs.

Based on the above explanation, the operations exe-
cutable by PEs and DC buffers are summarized as
Table 1, assuming R � C PEs are required to process a
layer. Figure 3 shows the example of dataflow between
PEs and DC buffers when R = 2 and C = 2. In Table 1,
RD_I and RD_K are executed by DC buffers (y < R) and
(y < C), respectively, to transfer IFMs and kernels to PEs.
Then, TR_I and TR_K are executed to transfer IFMs and
kernels between PEs, as depicted by the solid red arrows
in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, in
Figure 3. Then, MAC is executed by PE(x < C, y < R), as
depicted by the blue rectangle in Figure 3. On the other
hand, MAC is also executed by PE(x ≥ C, y < R) due to
the continued propagation of PE instructions, as depicted
by the dashed red arrows on the green rectangle in
Figure 3. This kind of MAC (i.e., MACineff in Table 1) per-
forms MAC with one operand of zero, because RD_K is
not executed by DC buffer(y ≥ C). After MAC is com-
pleted, TR_O is executed by the PEs executing MAC.
Finally, WR_O is executed by DC buffers to store OFMs
in the memory.

F I GURE 2 STC block diagram
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3 | POWER MODELING BASED
DFS TECHNIQUE

Typically, higher frequency leads to higher power con-
sumption as well as better performance. To maximize
performance without violating power limit, the highest
allowable frequency should be determined and applied.
Because different NN layers (e.g., convolutional, fully
connected, and pooling) have different types of

operations with different size of inputs (IFM and ker-
nel), each layer has its own highest allowable fre-
quency. Thus, it is required to scale the frequency for
each layer.

Though the highest allowable frequency could be
modeled and adjusted at run-time based on hardware
events [8, 9], such an approach may degrade performance
due to the latency to access performance counters. To
avoid the run-time overhead, we build a power model to
determine the highest allowable frequency at compile
time; the power model estimates how much power is
consumed depending on the type of operations and size
of inputs. Then, our proposed DFS applies the highest
allowable frequency for each layer without the run-time
overhead.

3.1 | Operation-aware power modeling

In general, the power consumption, P, is written as (1):

P¼PstaticþPdynamic, ð1Þ

where Pstatic is the static power and Pdynamic is the
dynamic power. Because Pstatic depends on the on-chip
temperature [10], it is modeled as its maximum power
(constant) considering the highest on-chip temperature
reachable during the execution.

Pdynamic / αCfV2: ð2Þ

Pdynamic is proportional to α, C, f , and V 2, as expressed
in (2), which correspond to the switching activity, the
switching capacitance, the operating frequency, and the
square of operating voltage, respectively. Among them,
f V2 is determined by PLLs and on-board PMICs, regard-
less of operations. On the other hand, according to the
definition of α and C, αC1 varies depending on the
operations. Because each layer consists of different types
of operations and various sizes of inputs, αC is modeled
as (3):

αC¼
P

Nop�Wop�Top
� �

Total cycle count
, ð3Þ

1αC is determined by the number of logic cells changing its logic state
during unit time. αC of the other components except for the STC is
considered as a constant, since they just execute same operations during
execution time, such as waiting for an interrupt from the STC (the
completion of each layer).

F I GURE 3 Example of dataflow between 4 � 4 PEs and four

DC buffers where 2 � 2 PEs are required to process a layer (R = 2,

C = 2).

TAB L E 1 Operations executable by PEs and DC buffers (R and

C are the number of row and column of SA, respectively, where

R � C PEs are required to process a layer)

Name Description Executable by

RD_I Read and transfer an IFM DC buffer(y < R)

RD_K Read and transfer a kernel DC buffer(y < C)

TR_I Transfer an IFM PE(x ≥ 0, y < R)

TR_K Transfer a kernel PE(x < C, y ≥ 0)

MACa Execute MAC PE(x < C, y < R)

MACineff Execute MAC with one
operand of zero

PE(x ≥ C, y < R)

TR_Ob Transfer an OFM PE(x < C, y < R)

WR_O Receive and write an OFM to
memory

DC buffer(y < R)

aIn fact, although PEs are able to execute ADD (and ADDineff, as well), ADD

is excluded from Table 1. Instead, MAC is regarded as identical to ADD
because operands for the adder of PEs pass through the multiplier
inevitably.
bTR_O caused by MACineff is ignored because the value of OFMs is zero.
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where Nop, Wop, Top, and total cycle count are defined in
Table 2. Among the parameters in (3), Nop, Top, and total
cycle count are determined at compile time thanks to the
predefined layer structure.

To estimate Wop for each operation listed in Table 1,
we measure the actual power consumption of the AB9
chip depending on Nop, Top, and total cycle count.
Based on the power measurement, we calculate back
Wop from (1–3).

Table 3 is the result of Wop. Table 4 shows the abso-
lute error rate between the measured and estimated
power consumption when Wop in Table 3 is adopted. The
absolute error rate is 1.7% on average and 6.1% at
maximum.

3.2 | DFS implementation

The CPU invokes DFS to apply the highest allowable fre-
quency for the next layer leveraging the below inequality:

αCfV2þ constant≤Power limit: ð4Þ

To inform about the completion of the previous layer,
the STC generates an interrupt. As described above,
though our proposed DFS minimizes the run-time over-
head through the power model, it inevitably incurs addi-
tional delay due to the CPU interrupt handling and
frequency scaling. According to our RTL simulation, it
takes about 10 μs for the CPU to handle an interrupt2 and
scale the frequency of the STC. We assume conservatively
that it takes totally 20 μs, including the CPU wake-up
time [12]. Nevertheless, because the average execution
time of a layer is just 1.99 ms for eight different NN appli-
cations, DFS has negligible performance overhead
(�1.0%, on average).

4 | EVALUATION

In this section, we show the evaluation results of our pro-
posed DFS, compared with DVFS.3 Section 4.1 describes
the evaluation environment. Then, Section 4.2 describes
the evaluation results.

4.1 | Evaluation environment

Our proposed DFS is evaluated on an AB9 board [13].
The AB9 board is connected to the host PC with 10th
Gen Intel CORE i7 through the PCIe interface. To mea-
sure the power consumption, we read the status register
of the on-board PMIC4 every 5 ms via power manage-
ment bus (PMBus) [14]. Table 5 shows the frequencies
available on the AB9 board. The voltage scaling is imple-
mented for the evaluation of DVFS. To prevent severe
performance degradation from the frequent voltage scal-
ing, we use only two voltage levels for DVFS: 0.95 and
1.00 V (DFS always exploits 1.0 V).

YOLOv2/3/4, VGG16, RESNET18/34/50 and SQUEE-
ZENET are used as benchmarks. Each NN application is
executed for 10 min under the power limit of 33 W with
a batch size of 1.

4.2 | Evaluation results

Figure 4 shows the frequency changes over layer across
NN applications. As shown in Figure 4, our proposed
DFS applies lower or equal frequency than DVFS. Due to

TAB L E 2 Parameter definition

Parameter Definition

Nop Number of PEs or DC buffers executing the
operation (opa) (depends on the size of
inputs)

W op
b Weight of the operation

Top Number of cycles that the operation is
executed

Total cycle
count

Number of cycles taken to execute all
operations

aMAC/TR operations and RD/WR operations in the case of PEs and DC
buffers, respectively.
bWop has an integer value from 1 to 100 which represents the relative size.

TAB L E 3 W op for power model

Parameter Value

WMAC 10

WMACineff 6

WTR_IK=RD_IK
a 86

WTR_O 2

WWR_O 79

aWop of TR_I, RD_I, TR_K, and RD_K is combined into WTR_IK/RD_IK

mathematically based on the fact that both IFMs and kernels not only have
the identical bit-width of 16 and exploit the identical data path in DC buffers
but also have the identical transfer mechanism in PEs except for the transfer
direction.

2We configure the interrupt controller to prevent the nested interrupt.
In addition, we use a watchdog [11] to prevent a system crash in case
that the STC interrupt is not generated or handled within a
predefined time.
3Implemented as described in Section 3.2.
4It is dedicated only to the digital logic of AB9.
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the lower frequency of DFS, it may be concerned that the
performance of NN applications would be degraded,
compared with DVFS. However, because DVFS causes
serious performance overhead due to the voltage scaling
delay, DFS leads to better performance while adopting
lower frequency compared with DVFS.

Figure 5 shows the evaluation results of NN applica-
tions in terms of performance (FPS). DFS improves FPS
of NN applications by 33% on average, compared with
DVFS, because voltage scaling incurs about 2.15 ms

delay, which is even longer than the average execution
time of a layer (i.e., 1.99 ms). In particular, as shown in
Table 6, SQUEEZENET suffers relatively more frequent
voltage scaling than the other applications, which exacer-
bates performance overhead. Hence, in the case of
SQUEEZENET, DFS improves FPS by 65%, compared
with DVFS.

Figure 6 shows the peak/average power consumption
of DFS and DVFS. As shown in Figure 6, the peak power
consumption of DFS never exceeds 33 W (power limit)

TAB L E 4 Absolute error ratea (%) between the measured and estimated power consumption for each quadruple (R, C, m, n) where

R � C PEs execute MAC operations for m cycles and TR_O operations for n cyclesb

Parameter C = 32 (n = 63) C = 64 (n = 127) C = 96 (n = 191) C = 128 (n = 255)

m = 256 R = 32 0.9% 2.5% 1.7% 1.2%

R = 64 2.2% 3.3% 2.9% 0.1%

R = 96 2.5% 4.9% 3.5% 1.4%

R = 128 5.0% 6.1% 4.9% 0.0%

m = 1024 R = 32 0.4% 0.5% 2.0% 2.3%

R = 64 1.0% 0.2% 2.5% 2.2%

R = 96 1.3% 2.3% 3.5% 3.6%

R = 128 2.5% 4.0% 4.9% 3.4%

m = 4096 R = 32 1.3% 1.9% 1.8% 0.5%

R = 64 0.1% 0.9% 1.6% 1.9%

R = 96 1.0% 1.5% 1.8% 1.3%

R = 128 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 1.2%

m = 16384 R = 32 0.4% 0.2% 1.0% 0.4%

R = 64 0.3% 0.6% 1.8% 0.0%

R = 96 0.7% 0.4% 1.1% 0.2%

R = 128 0.7% 1.4% 1.0% 0.5%

aAbsolute error rate¼j 1� the estimated power=the measured powerð Þ j.
bNop, Top, and total cycle count are determined from R, C, m, and n. For example, NMAC, NTR_O, TMAC, TTR_O, and total cycle count are R�C, R�C, m, n, and
m, respectively.

TAB L E 5 Pairs of f and V

Index f (MHz) V (V) Index f (MHz) V (V)

0 100 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 10 400 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00

1 125 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 11 450 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00

2 150 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 12 500 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00

3 175 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 13 550 (DVFS/DFS) 1.00

4 200 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 14 600 (DVFS/DFS) 1.00

5 225 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 15 650 (DVFS/DFS) 1.00

6 250 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 16 700 (DVFS/DFS) 1.00

7 275 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 17 800 (DVFS/DFS) 1.00

8 300 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 18 900 (DVFS/DFS) 1.00

9 350 (DVFS) 0.95, (DFS) 1.00 19 1000 (DVFS/DFS) 1.00
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while achieving 33% performance improvement, because
our proposed DFS is designed to consider power limit
and performance. On the other hand, because the
dynamic power is proportional to V2 and f , DVFS has
more chance to reduce power consumption than DFS.
Hence, as shown in Figure 6, DFS shows slightly higher
average power consumption than DVFS (6% on average).
Nevertheless, because DFS improves performance by 33%
than DVFS, it eventually saves energy by 14% on average,
compared with DVFS. For instance, in the case of
SQUEEZENET, though DFS shows 8% higher average
power consumption than DVFS, it saves energy by 33%
thanks to the 65% DFS improvement.

F I GURE 4 Layer-wise frequency changes of DFS and DVFS measured from AB9 chip (in the case of DVFS, voltage is 0.95 V when

frequency is lower than or equal to 500 MHz): (A) VGG16, (B) YOLOv2, (C) YOLOv3, (D) YOLOv4, (E) RESNET18, (F) RESNET34, (G)

RESNET50, and (H) SQUEEZENET

TAB L E 6 Number of voltage scaling invoked during

processing one frame

Application
Number of voltage scaling
(average execution time of a frame)

VGG16 2 (per 90.9 ms)

YOLOv2 4 (per 54.9 ms)

YOLOv3 4 (per 105.3 ms)

YOLOv4 32 (per 294.1 ms)

RESNET18 10 (per 59.9 ms)

RESNET34 4 (per 50.3 ms)

RESNET50 26 (per 263.2 ms)

SQUEEZENET 10 (per 50.0 ms)

F I GURE 5 Evaluation results of performance (FPS)

F I GURE 6 Evaluation results of peak/average power

consumption
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5 | CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a layer-wise DFS technique for
run-time power management of NPUs to consider the
power behavior and performance of each layer. Our pro-
posed DFS applies the highest frequency allowed under
the power limit before processing each layer. To deter-
mine the highest allowable frequency, we build the
power model to predict the power consumption of each
layer based on a real measurement. Based on the predic-
tion from the power model, our proposed DFS adjusts the
frequency as high as possible without violating power
limit. Evaluation results show that our proposed DFS
improves FPS by 33% and saves energy by 14% on aver-
age, compared with DVFS, while the power consumption
never exceeds the predefined power limit.
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